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Schubert polynomials are a linear basis of the ring of polynomials in x , . . . , x1 n
with coefficients in y , . . . , y . We describe the multiplicative structure multiplica-1 n
.tion by a single variable of this space. We also describe the structure of the ring
as a free module of rank n! over the ring of symmetric polynomials in x , . . . , x .1 n
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bases adapted to some specific problems without losing track of the
multiplicative structure. In the one variable case, such bases are provided
by interpolation theory Lagrange interpolation, Newton interpolation,
.etc. or the theory of orthogonal polynomials.
In the case of several variables, there are considerably less tools.
However, in the case of symmetric functions, computations are usually
performed by having recourse to combinatorial objects like partitions,
Young tableaux, etc., not using the expansion in the basis of monomials.
This has the advantage of providing identities independent of the number
of variables. These methods cannot be used for general polynomials, even
if they have partial symmetries. It brings new ligths to use the action of the
symmetric group on the ring of polynomials. The many combinatorial
properties of this group can be lifted at the level of polynomials to provide
identities. For example, Young at the beginning of the century has shown
how to decompose polynomials in parts having a certain type of symmetry,
and in fact has described idempotents in the group algebra of the symmet-
ric group.
We shall rather use the point of view of divided differences, which were
defined by Newton, and whose interest was more recently underlined by
w x w xBernstein, Gelfand, and Gelfand 1 and Demazure 2 . Divided differences
w xprovide a linear basis, the Schubert polynomials 12, 13 , of the space of
polynomials in x , . . . , x with coefficients in another set of variables1 n
y , . . . , y . Simple Schubert polynomials are the specialization y s 0, but1 n i
with a second set of variables, we can use vanishing properties of Schubert
polynomials and extend to several variables Newton interpolation formula
w x14 . The multiplicative structure of the ring is recovered once one knows
how to describe the multiplication of a Schubert polynomial by a single
  ..variable Eq. 14 which in the case of simple Schubert polynomials is
  ..given by Monk Eq. 8 .
The Schubert basis of polynomials in n variables will involve symmetric
groups of arbitrary big orders. However, modulo the ideal generated by the
identification of symmetric functions in x , . . . , x and y , . . . , y , the1 n 1 n
space becomes finite dimensional with basis Schubert polynomials indexed
by permutations in the symmetric group S . We describe the multiplica-n
 .tive structure of this space in 15 .
Instead of quotienting by an ideal to get a finite dimensional space, we
can rather consider the ring of polynomials in x , . . . , x as a module over1 n
the ring of symmetric polynomials in x , . . . , x . In fact, this module is free1 n
with basis the Schubert polynomials indexed by permutations in S . Forn
simplicity, we specialize all parameters y to 0 and we once more describei
the multiplicative structure by expanding the product of a Schubert poly-
nomial by a single variable. In this generalized Monk formula, coefficients
are elementary symmetric functions in x , . . . , x .1 n
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2. BACKGROUND
w x w xLet Z x [ Z x , . . . , x be the ring of polynomials in the independent1 n
variables x , . . . , x . We denote by s , i s 1, . . . , n y 1 the elementary1 n i
 .simple transposition that interchanges the variables x and x and byi iq1
­ , i s 1, . . . , n y 1 the divided difference operator on the polynomial ringi
w xZ x :
w xZ x 2 p ª ­ p [ p y s p r x y x . 1 .  .  .  . .i i i iq1
w x w xIn 1973, Bernstein, Gelfand & Gelfand 1 and Demazure 2 made the
fundamental observation that divided differences satisfy, besides elemen-
tary transpositions, braid relations:
< <s s s s s , ­ ­ s ­ ­ , i y j ) 1,i j j i i j j i
2 .
s s s s s s s , ­ ­ ­ s ­ ­ ­ ,i iq1 i iq1 i iq1 i iq1 i iq1 i iq1
together with the extra relation ­ 2 s 0 replacing s2 s 1.i i
Let S be the symmetric group of degree n. S is embedded inton n
S by adding a fixed point n q 1. It allows one to define the group,nq1
S [ lim S , 3 .` i
iª`
of permutations of the set of positive integers fixing all but a finite number
  .  ..of them. A permutation w g S will be denoted by w [ w 1 , . . . , w n .n
 .An inversion of w g S is a couple i, j of indices such that 1 F i - j F nn
 .  .  .and w i ) w j . This gives a coding for a permutation w: the code c w of
w is set to be a vector of non-negative integers, the ith component being
 .  .the number of positions j ) i such that w j - w i . There is a one-to-one
correspondence between elements of S and vectors of NN*..`
A reduced decomposition of a permutation w is a decomposition of w as
a product of elementary transpositions, of minimal length which is called
 .the length l w of the permutation. The length is also equal to the number
of inversions and to the sum of the components of the code.
There are two natural orders on the symmetric group which make it a
poset ranked by the length. The permutohedron is the poset with permuta-
 .tions as vertices and edges between all pairs w, ws , w g S , s a simplen
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 .transposition. The corresponding order is called the weak right order. We
 .denote by t the transposition i, j . The Bruhatohedron is the poset withi j
 .permutations as vertices and edges between all pairs w, wt , w g S , t an
<  .  . <transposition such that l w y l wt s 1.
Here we display the permutohedron for S writing codes instead of3
permutations, and on its right, the Bruhatohedron:
2, 1, 0 3, 2, 1
ts ts 121 232
1, 1, 0 2, 3, 12, 0, 0 3, 1, 2
t13
s s t t2 1 23 12
0, 1, 0 1, 3, 21, 0, 0 2, 1, 3
ss t2 t1 2312
0, 0, 0 1, 2, 3
 .Braid relations 2 allow to define ­ for any permutation w: taking anyw
reduced decomposition s ??? s of w, these relations imply that thei i1 k
product ­ ??? ­ does not depend upon the choice of the reducedi i1 k
decomposition, and therefore can be denoted ­ .w
Instead of computing in the algebra of divided differences, Lascoux and
w xSchutzenberger introduced in 1982 Schubert polynomials 12, 13 as follows.È
 4  4Let x, y be two sets of indeterminates x [ x , . . . , x , y [ y , . . . , y .1 n 1 n
n .For any n and w the element of S of length , we define the maximal0 n 2
 .double Schubert polynomial X to bew 0
X [ x y y , 4 .  .w i j0
iqjFn
and in general, for any permutation w g S ,n
X [ ­ y1 X , 5 . .w w w w0 0
in which divided differences act only on the x 's. The specializationsi
y s 0, ; i of the X are called simple Schubert polynomials and denotedi w
X .w
The combinatorics of Schubert polynomials is closely linked with the
combinatorics of divided differences and of the two orders on the symmet-
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ric group. For S , simple Schubert polynomials and Schubert polynomials3
are
x 2 x1 2
­­ 21
2xx x 11 2
­ ­2 1
x q xx 1 21
­­ 21
1
X 3, 2, 1
 . . .x y y x y y x y y1 1 1 2 2 1
­2­1
 . .x y y x y y X . .x y y x y yX 1 1 1 2 3, 1, 21 1 2 12, 3, 1
­1­2
 .  .x y yX x y y q x y y X1 12, 1, 3 1 1 2 2 1, 3, 2
­ ­1 2
1
X1, 2, 3
3. SCHUBERT BASES
w xWe refer to Macdonald 15 for the algebraic theory of Schubert
 .  .polynomials. Let w be a permutation in S and c w s c , c , . . . , c itsn 1 2 n
code, then
X s x c1 x c2 ??? x cn q a x i1 x i2 ??? x in , 6 .w 1 2 n i 1 2 n
 .where a ) 0, i F n y 1, i F n y 2, . . . , i F 0, and i , i , . . . , i lexico-i 1 2 n 1 2 n
 .graphically smaller than c , c , . . . , c .1 2 n
Schubert polynomials are compatible with the embedding S ¨ S .n nq1
 4 w xThus, X , w g S is a Z-basis of Z x , x , . . . . More precisely, letw ` 1 2
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w x wh : Z x , x , . . . ª Z be the constant term homomorphism. Then 15,1 2
 .x4.14 , one has
w x;p g Z x , x , . . . , p s h ­ p X . 7 .  .1 2 w w
wgS`
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let p [ x 5 q x x 3 x . Then p is equal to1 1 2 3
p s X y X y X q X6, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 3, 4, 2, 1 4, 2, 3, 1 2, 5, 3, 1, 4
s x 5 y x 2 x 2 x y x 3 x x q x x 3 x q x 2 x 2 x q x 3 x x . .1 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
It should be noted that this expression of p involves simple Schubert
polynomials indexed by permutations in S , S and S while the4 5 6
original polynomial only depends upon the three variables x , x , and x .1 2 3
It is possible to give an expression of p involving only simply Schubert
polynomials in S , but the coefficients are now symmetric functions in x ,3 1
x , x :2 3
p s x x x 2 q x x 2 x q x 2 x x y x 2 x 2 x y x 2 x x 2 y x x 2 x 2 X .1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1, 2, 3
y x 3 x q x 3 x q x 2 x 2 q 2 x 2 x x q x 2 x 2 q x x 3 q 2 x x 2 x 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 2 3 1 3 1 2 1 2 3
q2 x x x 2 q x x 3 q x 3 x q x 2 x 2 q x x 3 X.1 2 3 1 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2, 1, 3
q x 3 q x 2 x q x 2 x q x x 2 q x x 2 q x 3 q x 2 x q x x 2 q x 3 X .1 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 2 2 3 2 3 3 3, 1, 2
y x x x X q x 2 x x q x x 2 x q x x x 2 X . .  .1 2 3 2, 3, 1 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1, 3, 2
Such expansions will be studied in the last part of this paper.
w xThe multiplicative structure of the ring Z x , . . . , x , in the basis of1 n
w x wsimple Schubert polynomials is described by Monk’s formula 17 , 15,
 .xformula 4.159 :
 .PROPOSITION 3.2 Monk .
x X s X y X . 8 . r w n m
 .  .  .  .nswt , i)r , l n sl w q1 mswt , i-r , l m sl w q1r i ir
 .Since X s x q ??? qx , proposition 3.2 is equivalent to:s 1 rr
 .PROPOSITION 3.3 Monk .
X X s X . 9 .s w nr
 .  .nswt , iFr-j , l n sl w q1i j
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For example,
x X s X y X y X .3 3, 1, 5, 4, 2 3, 1, 6, 4, 2, 5 3, 5, 1, 4, 2 5, 1, 3, 4, 2
 .  .Formulas 7 and 8 have the disadvantage of expressing polynomials in
x , . . . , x in terms of Schubert polynomials possibly indexed by permuta-1 n
tions belonging to S such that m ) n. These two formulas are easilym
proved by decreasing induction on the length of w using the Leibnitz
formula,
­ pq s ­ p q q s p ­ q , 10 .  .  .  .k k k k
in which p and q are two polynomials. Leibnitz's formula generalizes to
 .any ­ . Instead of 10 , we writew
s p­ p kk
­ pq s q , 11 .  .k ­ q1 q k
where
s p­ p kk
[ ­ p q and [ s p ­ q . .  .  .k k k­ q1 q k
It is now clear that
s ­ p s s p­ s p­ ­ p j k j kj kj k
­ ­ pq s q q q , .j k ­ 1 q ­ ­ q1 ­ q1 1 q j j kk
12 .
reading each tableau as the product of its rows. More generally, given any
reduced decomposition s ??? s of a permutation w, p and q two polyno-i i1 k
 . lw . kmials, then ­ pq is represented by the sum of 2 s 2 terms,w
k a ??? a p1 k
­ pq [ , . w b ??? b q1 kjs1
where the symbol
sa ­ im mimstands for either or .
b ­1m im
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From now on, we fix the integer n and use only Schubert polynomials
w x w xX or X , w g S . Let Sym x [ Sym x , . . . , x be the subring ofw w n 1 n
w xsymmetric polynomials in x , . . . , x . In fact, one has 15, Chap. V the1 n
following proposition.
w xPROPOSITION 3.4. The space Z x is a free module of dimension n! o¨er
w xthe ring Sym x with basis the simple Schubert polynomials X , w g S :w n
w x w xZ x , . . . , x s Sym x , . . . , x X . 13 .[1 n 1 n w
wgS n
w xIn other words, any polynomial p g Z x may be uniquely expressed as a
sum,
p s c X , w w
wgS n
w xwhere the c 's belong to Sym x , as illustrated by the previous expansion ofw
x 5 q x x 3 x .1 1 2 3
4. DOUBLE MONK'S FORMULA
w xGeometrical problems 5 impose to take double Schubert polynomials
X as a linear basis of the space of polynomials in x with coefficients in y.w
To recover the multiplicative structure of this space, we need to describe
the products of Schubert polynomials by the single variables x . This isi
 .given by the following formula which extends Monk's formula 8 .
PROPOSITION 4.1.
x X s y X q X y X . r w w r . w n m
 .  .  .  .nswt , j)r , l n sl w q1 mswt , j-r , l m sl w q1r j jr
14 .
Proof. We need only consider two cases. First, we check the proposi-
 .tion in the case w s w : x y y X is equal to the Schubert0 r nq1yr w 0
polynomial X where m s w t because m is a dominant permutationm 0 r , nq1
that is a permutation whose code is a partition in weakly decreasing
. w  .xorder 15, Eq. 6.14 . This can be rewritten
x X s y X q X ,r w w  r . w w t0 0 0 0 r , nq1
 .which is exactly 14 . Now, the case of any permutation w is easily proved
by decreasing induction on the length of w using the Leibnitz formula to
 .  .  .compute ­ x X , i being such that l ws s l w q 1. The initial casei r w i
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contains the extra term y X and this product gives the term y Xw  r . w w r . w0 0
 .in formula 14 .
 .The Monk formula 8 corresponds to the specialization y s 0, ; i ofi
 .the formula 14 .
Schur functions appear in algebra and geometry as cohomology classes
related to determinantal varieties. A more general situation arises when
taking a vector bundle V and two flags of vector bundles: A ¨ A ¨ ???1 2
¨ A s V and V s B ¸ B ¸ ??? ¸ B . Classes of determinantaln n ny1 1
 4  4varieties are now polynomials in the Chern classes x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y1 n 1 n
 .  .of the two flags, and one has the condition that f x s f y for all
w xsymmetric functions f , because in that case f is a function of V only 6 .
We shall show now that under the identification of symmetric functions in
 .x and symmetric functions in y, i.e., modulo the ideal I x, y generated by
 .  .   .the e x y e y e x being the k th elementary symmetric function ink k k
.the variables x , . . . , x , the eventual extra term in double Monk's for-1 n
 .mula 14 vanishes. In other words, the product x X , w g S possiblyr w n
involves X , w9 g S _ S in proposition 4.1, but this term vanishes ifw 9 nq1 n
w xw x  .one works in the ring Z y x rI x, y . Thus, we now take the ring of
coefficients to be
w x w xSym x , . . . , x m Z y , . . . , y1 n 1 n
K [ .
I x, y .
w xw x  .The ring Z y x rI x, y is still a free module of dimension n! over the ring
K, with basis either the X , or the X , w g S . We shall denote this ringw w n
w xby K x .
w xPROPOSITION 4.2. Let w g S and 1 F r F n. In the ring K x , one hasn
x X ' y X q X y X , r w w r . w n m
 .  .  .  .nswt , j)r , l n sl w q1 mswt , j-r , l m sl w q1r j jr
15 .
the summation being limited to permutations belonging to S .n
 .Proof. In formula 14 , there exists at most one term implying a
permutation in S . This term comes from the case w s w . Therefore,nq1 0
the proof of proposition amounts to check the nullity,
; r , 1 F r F n x y y X ' 0. .r nq1yr w 0
In fact, we are going to prove a more precise statement i.e., that a certain
.factor of the previous expression vanishes .
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LEMMA 4.3. Let r be an integer 1 F r F n. Then, modulo the ideal
 .I x, y , one has
x y y ' 0. 16 .  . i j
1FiFr , 1FjFnq1yr
Proof. Given two finite alphabets A and B of respectively l and m
 .  .elements, then R A, B [  a y b is some vexillary Schubertag A, bg B
polynomial for the two alphabets A and B. Since it is vexillary, it also has
w xa determinantal expression 15, p. 94 ,
< <R A , B s h A y B , .  . 1F i , jF lmqjyi
 .where by definition the h A y B are the coefficients of the rationalk
function in z,
f A , B [ 1 y zb r 1 y za . .  .  . 
bgB agA
 4  4.This function is therefore equal to R x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y and is a1 r 1 nq1yr
 4  4.determinant in the h x , . . . , x y y , . . . , y .k 1 r 1 nq1yr
 . Take now an extra variable u. The product g [  1 y zx ? 1 y1F iF n i
.  . .zu is equal to  1 y zy 1 y zu because the elementary symmet-1F jF n j
ric functions in the x , . . . , x are equal to the elementary symmetric1 n
functions in the y , . . . , y . Thus multiplying the numerator and denomina-1 n
 4  4.tor of f x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y by g, we transform f into the ratio-1 r 1 nq1yr
 4  4.nal function f y , . . . , y , u , x , . . . , x , u , without changing itsnq2yr n rq1 n
 4  4.value. This implies that the h x , . . . , x y y , . . . , y coincidek 1 r 1 nq1yr
 4  4.with the h y , . . . , y , u y x , . . . , x , u . This transformationk nq2yr n rq1 n
shows that the determinant is equal to
 4  4R y , . . . , y , u , x , . . . , x , u .nq2yr n rq1 n
 .that vanishes because of the factor u y u .
The proof of proposition 4.2 follows immediately.
 .EXAMPLE 4.4. Take S . The product x y y X is equal to3 2 2 w 0
 4  4.  4  4.R x , x , y , y . Modulo the ideal I x , x , x , y , y , y , one has1 2 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3
 4  4R x , x , y , y .1 2 1 2
h x q x y y y y h x q x y y y y .  .2 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 1 2s
h x q x y y y y h x q x y y y y .  .1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
2h y y x h y y x .  . y y y x y y y x .  .2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3s s ,
h y y x h y y x .  . y y x y y y x .  .1 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
which clearly vanishes.
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5. MULTIPLICATIVE STRUCTURE
w xWe study the ring Z x , . . . , x of polynomials seen as a free module of1 n
w xdimension n! over the ring Sym x , . . . , x of symmetric polynomials, with1 n
basis the simple Schubert polynomials X , w g S . For this purpose, wew n
have to recover the multiplicative structure on this module. As explained
previously, Monk's formula gives the multiplicative structure of the ring in
an infinite number of variables, and does not preserve the subspace with
basis the X , w g S . This formula does not use the fact that coefficientsw n
w x can belong to Sym x , . . . , x . As there is at most one term in Monk's1 n
.formula indexed by a permutation m outside of S , we are thus led ton
express certain simple Schubert polynomials as a sum with coefficients in
w xSym x , . . . , x of simple Schubert polynomials indexed by permutations1 n
w xof S . More generally, every simple Schubert polynomial in Z x , . . . , xn 1 n
has an expression in the Schubert basis X , w g S .w n
Instead of giving identities on Schubert polynomials, we shall give
w xidentities in the algebra of di¨ ided differences 13 , also called nilCoxeter
w xalgebra 4 , which imply the identities we need. In fact, one could have
chosen to give stronger identities on sums of words modulo nilplactic
 .relations i - j - k :
­ ­ ­ ' ­ ­ ­ ,k i j i k j
­ ­ ­ ' ­ ­ ­ ,j k i j i k
­ ­ ­ ' ­ ­ ­ ,l lq1 l lq1 l lq1
but we prefer to work in the simpler nilCoxeter algebra, which is a
quotient of the nilplactic algebra two words that are nilplactic equivalent,
.are equivalent modulo Coxeter relations . Recall that symmetric polynomi-
als in x , . . . , x are scalars for ­ , . . . , ­ . Let k, m be integers and A be1 n 1 ny1
 4the ordered alphabet A [ ­ , . . . , ­ . We consider the noncommutative1 m
w xsymmetric functions of A in the sense of 7 . Thanks to a result of Fomin
w xand Greene 3 , these functions commute, in fact, with each other. We
k .denote by L A the k th elementary symmetric function
Lk A [ ­ ??? ­ , .  i i1 k
i ) ??? )i1 k
k .and by S A the kth complete symmetric function
Sk A [ ­ ??? ­ s ­ ??? ­ , .  i i i i1 k 1 k
i F ??? Fi i - ??? -i1 k 1 k
2  . i . i  . i . isince ­ s 0. We also consider l A s  L A t and s A s  S A t .i t t
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 4PROPOSITION 5.1. Let m, n, and k be integers, A [ ­ , . . . , ­ and1 m
 4  4B [ ­ , . . . , ­ . We write A q B [ ­ , . . . , ­ , ­ , . . . , ­ .mq 1 mqn 1 m mq1 mqn
Then, in the nilCoxeter algebra, one has
Lk B s Lk A q B S0 A y Lky1 A q B S1 A .  .  .  .  .
q Lky2 A q B S2 A y ??? . 17 .  .  .
def
 .  .  .  .Proof. One has s A q B s s A s B , so that l A q B st t t t
 .  .  .  . y1 .  .  .l B l A . Thus, l B s l A q B l A s l A q B s A . Ex-t t t t t t yt
k  .tracting the coefficient of t in both sides, one obtains 17 .
Given a word w [ ­ ­ ??? ­ , we denote by wq the word ­ ­ ???i j k iq1 jq1
­ and we extend this morphism to the nilCoxeter algebra by linearity.kq1
 4PROPOSITION 5.2. Let m, k be integers, A [ ­ , . . . , ­ , B [1 m
 4­ , . . . , ­ . Then, in the nilCoxeter algebra:mq 1 mqk
1. There exist elements T such thati, m
0
ky i i­ ??? ­ s y1 L A q B T , 18 .  .  .mq k mq1 i , m
isk
and satisfying the recursion
T s T y T ­ . 19 .i , mq1 i , m iq1, m mq1
2. There exist elements U satisfying the relationsi, m
0
ky i i­ ??? ­ s y1 S A q B U , 20 .  .  .1 k i , m
isk
U s U y ­ U . 21 .i , mq1 i , m mq1qk iq1, m
3. There exist elements V satisfying the relationsi, m
0
ky i i­ ??? ­ s y1 S A q B V , 22 .  .  .mq 1 mqk i , m
isk
V s Vq y Vq ­ . 23 .i , mq1 i , m iq1, m 1
4. Finally, there exist elements Wi, m
0
ky i i­ ??? ­ s y1 W S A q B , 24 .  .  .1 k i , m
isk
 .and satisfying the recursion 21 .
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 .Proof. Equation 18 is the special case of Proposition 5.1 for k s n.
 .20 is equivalent to it modulo reversing the order on the divided differ-
 .  .ences. 19 and 21 are equivalent for the same reason. In other words, we
have two different recursions and we prove only the formula for ­ ??? ­1 k
because in this case, the proof amounts to control that the extra terms,
when passing from m to m q 1, cancel each other and thus, that the
equality is preserved. But now, this is implied by the recursion on the set
 .of words as we shall check for simplicity for 24 , in the case k s 2.
Recursions on the W are simply recursions on words so we forget to writei
the ­ : for now, 12 stands for ­ ­ . Suppose by induction that we have the1 2
formula for k q m s 4 and let us prove it for k q m s 5. If one checks or
assumes that
12 s S2 1, 2, 3, 4 y 3 q 4 S1 1, 2, 3, 4 q 43 q 32 y 23, .  .  .
then the statement says, by applying the rule W s W y m q 1 qi, mq1 i, m
.k W , that we still have the equality:iq1, m
12 s S2 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 y 3 q 4 q 5 S1 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 q 5 3 q 4 q 43 .  .  .  .
q 32 y 23.
1 . 1 .Now, the extra expression involving 5 is S 1, 2, 3, 4 5 y 5S 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 y
 .3 q 4 5 q 53 q 54, that is 15 q 25 q 35 q 45 y 51 y 52 y 53 y 54 y
55 y 35 y 45 q 53 q 54 s 0.
Now, each identity on words of Proposition 5.2 can be translated in
terms of Schubert polynomials. The problem that we consider is to express
Schubert polynomials X indexed by permutations w9 g S _ S inw 9 nq1 n
terms of X , w g S . We need only consider the w9 of the type n q 1,w n
.n, . . . , m, . . . , 2, 1, m because using the divided differences ­ , . . . , ­ ,Ã 1 ny1
we get all others. For these special permutations w9, one has the identity
'­ ??? ­ X s X , .mq k mq1 mqkq1, . . . , 2 , 1 mqkq1, . . . , kq1, 2, 1, kq1. . . ,
 .which involves the left-hand side of 23 .
Finally, we also need the following lemma which connects multiplication
 .of simple Schubert polynomials by the e x , . . . , x and multiplication byi 1 n
i .the L ­ , . . . , ­ in the nilCoxeter algebra.1 n
 .LEMMA 5.3. Let m g S and w resp. w denote the maximaln n nq1
 .permutation of S resp. S . Then,n nq1
e x , . . . , x X s ­ y1 Lny i ­ , . . . , ­ X . 25 .  .  .i 1 n m m w 1 n wn nq1
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Proof. Since X s ­ y1 X and since ­ y1 commutes with the mul-m m w w m wn n n
 .tiplication by e x , . . . , x , it is sufficient to prove the formula for m s wi 1 n n
 .and we will do it for all the e x , . . . , x at the same time.i 1 n
 . e x , . . . , x X is equal to the sum of all monomials whose exponentsi 1 n w n
 .  .are between n y 1, n y 2, . . . , 1, 0, 0 and n, n y 1, . . . , 1, 0 . But this is
i .the same for  L ­ , . . . , ­ X because the order in which divided1 n w nq 1
differences are performed is such that, at each stage, one has to perform
kq1 k k k .­ ??? x x ??? s ??? x x ??? that is a monomial.j j jq1 j jq1
We are now able to give an algorithm directly on permutations. For that
purpose, we consider operators from S into S , P n, . . . , P n definedny1 n 0 k
by
P n m ª nm .0
P n m ª m nm ??? .1 1 2
. ..ª .. .
P n m ª m ??? m nm ??? . .k 1 ky1 k
 .PROPOSITION 5.4. Let n, m be two integers such that m F n. Let R n, m
be the polynomial recursi¨ ely defined by
ny1¡
ne X y P R n y 1, k , . . e ¤e1 n , ny1, . . . , 2 , 1 nyk j jq1
ks1~R n , m [ . if m s n ,
n nP R n y 1, m y P R n y 1, m , .  . .  .e ¤e e ¤e0 1j jq1 j jq2¢
otherwise.
 .Then, R n, m is exactly equal to the Schubert polynomial which is indexed by
 .the permutation n q 1, n, . . . , m, . . . , 2, 1, m .Ã
Using the divided differences ­ , . . . , ­ , which commute with the e ,1 ny1 i
one can deduce from Proposition 5.4 the expression of any Schubert
polynomial in S .nq1
6. APPLICATIONS
 .Proposition 5.4 has modified Monk's formula 8 into a formula involv-
ing only permutations in S and, thus, allows us to express the product ofn
any Schubert polynomial X , w g S by any polynomial in x , . . . , x .w n 1 n
More generally, it allows to multiply any linear combination of Schubert
w xpolynomials with coefficients in Sym x , . . . , x by a polynomial with1 n
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w xcoefficients also in Sym x , . . . , x . To reduce the symmetric coefficients,1 n
one uses distinguished bases of symmetric functions and corresponding
algorithms. These algorithms are furnished by combinatorial properties of
partitions or Young tableaux and are independent of the number of
variables.
As an application of the methods described in the preceeding section,
we shall mention the cohomology ring of a relative Grassmann variety.
 4More explicitly, let A and B be two disjoint alphabets, A [ x , . . . , x1 m
 4and B [ x , . . . , x of respective cardinal m and n y m. We shallmq 1 n
 4denote by A q B the alphabet x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x .1 m mq1 n
The cohomology space that we have just referred to is the space of
polynomials in x , . . . , x which are symmetrical separately in x , . . . , x1 n 1 m
and x , . . . , x . This space is a free module over the ring of symmetricmq 1 n
w x  .polynomials Sym x , . . . , x . It has a canonical basis the Schubert cycles1 n
n . w xof cardinal , consisting of Schur functions 16 indexed by partitionsm
 .msmaller than n y m . For example, in the case m s 1, the basis consists
in x 0, x1, . . . , x ny1 and the decomposition of a polynomial into this basis is1 1 1
given by Euclid’s algorithm. For a more general m, the product of two
Schur functions belonging to the basis, given by the Littlewood]Richardson
w x  .mrule 16 , will involve partitions not smaller than n y m .
However, one can express this product of Schur functions, thanks to the
preceeding section, in terms of Schubert polynomials X , w g S . Thesew n
Schubert polynomials must be symmetrical in x , . . . , x and therefore are1 m
w xSchur functions 15 . Because the indexing permutations are in S , thenn
the corresponding Schur functions are indexed by partitions smaller or
 .mequal to n y m , i.e. belong to the canonical basis. In other words,
section 5 gives a method to decompose any element of the cohomology
ring in the basis of Schubert cycles. For instance, for m s 3, n s 5, the
 .square of the Schur function s x , x , x is equal to e s y e s q21 1 2 3 4 2 3 21
2  .  .  2 .  .e s q e y e e s q e e q e s q e y e s y e e q e s q1 22 4 3 1 11 4 1 5 1 1 2 211 2 1 3 111
s q 2 e s q e e while the Littlewood]Richardson rule gives s q222 1 221 5 1 42
 .s q s q 2 s q s that involves partitions outside of 222 .411 33 321 222
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